.Brand TLD Designation Application
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”)
12025 Waterfront Drive, Suite 300
Los Angeles, California 90094
Attention: New gTLD Program Staff
RE: Application for .Brand TLD Designation
MTR Corporation Limited (“Registry Operator”), in connection with the execution of the
Registry Agreement for the .MTR TLD (the “Registry Agreement”), hereby applies for .MTR
TLD to be qualified by ICANN as a .Brand TLD.
Registry Operator confirms and represents to ICANN that the TLD meets each of the criteria
for the TLD to be qualified as a .Brand TLD, as described in the .Brand TLD Application
Process and Specification 13 attached thereto, and that all supplemental material
accompanying this application is accurate and not misleading in any respect. Registry
Operator also represents that the trademark registration attached hereto as Exhibit A, the
registration policies attached hereto as Exhibit B, and the SMD file ID number attached
hereto as Exhibit C (to be submitted once the registration is completed) are complete and
accurate copies of the official trademark registration, Registry Operator’s registration
policies for the TLD, and the SMD file ID (to be submitted once the registration is completed)
for the TLD for which this application is submitted respectively.
Registry Operator agrees that if Registry Operator makes any changes to its registration
policies for the TLD (whether before or after this application has been approved) that may
disqualify the TLD as a .Brand TLD, it will promptly provide ICANN with a complete and
accurate copy of the revised registration policies. In addition, if Registry Operator fails to
maintain the trademark registration underlying its .Brand TLD application, it shall promptly
notify ICANN of such failure. Registry Operator also agrees to maintain the criteria required
to qualify as a .Brand TLD and to immediately notify ICANN of any changes in circumstances
that could alter the statements made, and supporting materials provided with, this
application.
Registry Operator acknowledges and agrees that this letter is binding on Registry Operator
and, if any of the foregoing representations and agreements becomes untrue or not
complied with, it shall be deemed a breach of the Registry Agreement by Registry Operator,
and ICANN may assert its rights under the Registry Agreement, including by determining that
the TLD no longer qualifies as a .Brand TLD pursuant to the terms of Specification 13.
Questions about this request should be directed to
.
Submitted by:
Position: Manager, Business Development
Dated: 28 August 2014
Email:

Exhibit A
Trademark Registration

Exhibit B
TLD Registration Policies
General Principles
1.

Purpose

.MTR Top Level Domain (TLD) shall be operated with the aim of promoting the brand of MTR
Corporation Limited. Contents under .MTR shall include all the trusted information and
online services related to different businesses of the MTR Corporation Limited world-wide.
Having a TLD exclusively used for the Corporation’s online content, Internet users would find
it much easier and secure to access the information they need regarding MTR businesses
and railway services.
In view of the above mentioned goals, domain names under .MTR TLD will not be opened
publicly for registration. Domain names created at the second and lower levels will be for
the use of different subsidiaries of MTR and their different products and services.

2.

Eligibility to register domain names

As indicated above, .MTR TLD follows a single-registrant model. Thus, MTR Corporation
Limited shall be the only entity eligible to register domain names within the .MTR TLD.
3.

Licensing of domain name registrations

MTR Corporation Limited may, in its sole discretion, elect to license the use of domain name
registrations within the .MTR space to, inter alia, appropriate corporate divisions,
subsidiaries, and other affiliated entities. In all cases, however, MTR Corporation Limited will
remain the registrant of record for all domain name registrations within the TLD, and shall
retain the authority to modify or terminate such registrations at any time.

Domain Name Registration Rules
4.

Second Level English Domain Names

The total length of the two parts of a Second Level English Domain Name, including the dots
(.) separating the two parts, cannot exceed 63 characters. The only characters allowed in the
second level of the Second Level English Domain Name are letters (A to Z, case-insensitive),
digits (0 to 9) and hyphens (-). The second level of the Second Level English Domain Name
can only begin and end with letters or digits. Hyphens (-) are not allowed in the third and
fourth character positions.

5.

Third Level English Domain Names

The total length of the three parts of a Third Level English Domain Name, including the dots
(.) separating the three parts, cannot exceed 63 characters. The only characters allowed in

the third level of the Third Level English Domain Name are letters (A to Z, case- insensitive),
digits (0 to 9) and hyphens (-). The third level of a Third Level English Domain Name can only
begin and end with letters or digits. Hyphens (-) are not allowed in the third and fourth
character positions.

6.

IDN Domain Names

.MTR does not support Internationalised Domain Names (IDN).

7.

Reserved Names

Domain names under .MTR shall be reserved in accordance with Specification 5 of the
ICANN Registry Agreement.

8.

Dispute Resolution

.MTR will comply with all dispute resolution mechanisms as defined in the ICANN Registry
Agreement Specification 7 article 2.

Exhibit C
Signed Mark Data File ID Number

To be provided once the registration at TMCH completed.

